“Transportation technology is
a core part of our business.
LaunchIt not only understands
the important role technology
plays in the industry, they
understand the importance of
professional deployment in the
acceptance of that technology,
both for the end user and the
technology provider. LaunchIt
has been instrumental in
helping us get that message
across to prospective clients
on both sides, which has been
paramount for us to grow our
business.”
Deryk Powell
President, Velociti

CASE STUDY
Velociti: Guiding the industry to understand
the benefits of a behind-the-scenes technology
solution deployment expert
CHALLENGE
Addressing technology deployment issues
The industry’s leading provider of technology deployment
services, Velociti faced a unique challenge. Transportation
companies were spending millions on technology then
wasting time getting it deployed, delaying their return on
investment and driving up costs. Velociti needed to reach
out to and educate suppliers and end users about proper,
cost effective and efficient technology deployment services.

“Velociti has benefitted tremendously from the services LaunchIt provides, not only from
the well-crafted releases and interviews with prominent transportation publications,
but also through the introductions they’ve made over the years with key personnel in
the industry. Working directly with technology providers to improve acceptance has
been a huge gain for everyone involved and LaunchIt has certainly been instrumental in
establishing key relationships for us.”

Deryk Powell, President, Velociti
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SOLUTION:
Specializing in the installation
and service of a broad range of
transportation and networking
technology products, Velociti
uses a nationwide network of technicians to install
and implement a wide range of systems. The
company’s staff of certified technicians and project
managers not only understand the technology,
but the impact of it as well, making them ideal key
partners for a variety of customers.

RESULT
With LaunchIt’s guidance, industry contacts and
marketing and public relations expertise, prospective
Velociti customers have heard the message.
Velociti clients include many Fortune 500
companies from a wide variety of market segments.
These companies have come to understand that
the key to a successful technology deployment
begins with a knowledgeable, highly experienced
service provider. The Velociti difference is easily
quantifiable in a faster return-on-investment and
more effective and efficient use of client resources.
LaunchIt services for Velociti have resulted in Case
Studies and News that illustrate the benefits this
global technology deployment services provider has
to offer.

“Technology adoption is key to our success and
efficient implementation of on-board systems
has always been a challenge. Velociti’s ability to
handle a wide variety of projects with the speed
and precision they promised has been truly
remarkable.”
Sidney Brown
CEO, NFI Industries

“Velociti’s experience and diverse product
knowledge has been a huge asset. Having
technicians that can handle all work scopes
simultaneously not only saved us time and money,
but helped ensure all systems were working
harmoniously without the need for multiple vendors
to come back or troubleshoot.”
Johnny Carnes
Special Projects Manager, Sentinel Transportation

“Prior to working with Velociti, we didn’t think we
could find a company with expertise to deploy
technology in our trucks and our terminals. The
diversity of Velociti’s capabilities would be of value
to any fleet, as it was to ours.”
Barry Craver
Director of Freight Processing, Old Dominion Freight Line
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